
 

Candidate Name:  Robin Kaliner 
 

1. What are the traits of an effective school board director?   Tell us why you are running for this 
position and how you are uniquely qualified to serve the WCASD community in this role. Please 
include your experiences with/in the public education system. 

 
I believe the most important trait of an effective school board director is to be a strong supporter and 
advocate of public education and the opportunities it provides.  A good board member understands that 
public schools are an integral part of the community and recognizes their contribution to healthy property 
values and to curtailing costs associated with an uneducated youth.  Motivation and dedication to improve the 
quality of education and increase the academic achievement of all of our students are also essential 
characteristics.  I believe all issues should be decided on their own merit, regardless of personal ideology or 
political party pressure. 
 
 I am seeking office for the position of school board director because I want all students in the district to have 
the opportunity to succeed.  As a parent to 3 boys who attend district schools, there is nothing more 
important to me than an excellent education for my children and for all students in the district.  My initial 
interest in seeking office stemmed from my attendance at school board meetings over the last several years. 
 It was evident the board majority was making decisions not in the best interest of our students and 
community, but based upon personal and political ideology. This ideology was evident in spring of 2012 when 
the board chose to decline the district’s receipt of a nearly $1M Keystone to Opportunity Grant which would 
have increased educational outcomes through early intervention.  This would have saved the district money in 
the long term by reducing the need for special services for students who had not received adequate early 
childhood education.  Accepting this grant posed no financial risk to the district since once the grant money 
was exhausted we would have no responsibility to continue the program.  The board, however, chose to 
decline this grant based upon what can only be assumed as personal ideology regarding Federal Government 
debt since a reasonable explanation was never provided. 
 
As I increased my knowledge of the district I also learned that while WCASD performs well in state and 
national rankings, we lag behind our neighboring districts such as Garnet Valley and Downingtown.  This 
impacts not only our students, but our property values as well. The perceived quality of a school district is one 
of the most important components driving home values and home purchases.  Weakening rankings in 
comparison to neighboring districts is a threat to our property values and needs to be addressed by policies 
that will improve student achievement and move the district forward.  My family, like many others, chose to 
settle in West Chester due to its well regarded schools, affordable housing prices, and relatively low taxes, and 
we need to refocus on academic advancement in order to maintain these attributes. 
 
I have excellent analytical and collaborative skills developed from 17 years of consulting experience at 
Accenture.  My work experience focused on financial and program management for clients including Freddie 
Mac, M&M Mars, Astra/Zeneca, and DuPont.  I have used this knowledge to analyze the District’s financial 
statements and am acutely aware of our currently forecasted budget gaps and the need to begin focusing on 
the long-term health of our district.  Decision making promoting our District’s longevity, not political ideology, 
is critical.  I understand the key issues confronting public education in Pennsylvania and will support policies 
that impact the district in a positive and significant manner.  No political party endorsed me; therefore, I am 
beholden only to the students and the taxpayers to increase academic achievement for all through effective 
financial management that ensures preservation of our property values.   



2. The West Chester School Board serves many constituents with varied concerns: parents of all 
students (pre-school, public, parochial, cyber/charter, homeschool), seniors, individuals with no 
children, teachers, business owners, etc.  How will you, as a school board director, encourage and 
maintain healthy relations between the Board and those constituents? 

 
WCASD is a diverse community where less than 25% of our households have children who attend our public 
schools.  Yet I believe that despite that fact, our public schools have an impact on every member of our 
community.  Every property owner pays taxes to support these schools, however they also reap benefits in 
return.  These include the character of our community which is strongly influenced by the reputation of our 
schools and new residents it attracts, as well as the strength of our property values which depend on our 
schools’ performance on state and national assessments. 
 
Because of the diversity of our community, I realize that individuals’ objectives will often be different and it 
will not always be possible to make every constituent happy with each decision that is made.  I think that the 
most important thing in addressing this is to be accessible and to listen to all community members’ concerns 
with an open mind and with respect.  It is critical to maintain ongoing communications with constituents so 
they always understand how their tax dollars are being spent and why.  My hope is that if we can build a 
common recognition of the value that a successful school district provides to all residents, as well as a 
comprehension of how major expenditures support that success, then all residents will feel united in their 
desire for a strongly performing school district and the requirements for maintaining it.  
 
 

3. In the past five years, what has the WCASD done well ?  Are there areas where you would you have 
done things differently?  Please provide examples.  

 
I am pleased that this board continued with the renovations of our elementary schools as I can say from my 
own experience in one of them that they were in dire need of repair.  It is unfortunate that the renovation 
budgets were reduced, but still I consider our elementary children fortunate to attend schools that have been 
or will be brought up to current standards and have sufficient space for the activities they participate in. 
 
There are many areas where I would have functioned in a manner different than this board.  I would be more 
engaging and transparent in interactions with the public.  When matters of critical impact were up for vote, I 
would explain my vote as I feel constituents have a right to know what basis their elected representatives are 
making decisions upon.  I would allow people to comment at board meetings even if they had not been early 
enough to put their names on the signup sheet, and I would not argue with or criticize those who were 
exercising their right to speak out.  I would not interfere with the operations of the PTO and HSA organizations 
but allow them to freely function as the parent driven groups they were meant to be.  I would also hold myself 
and other board members accountable to the policies this board is responsible for setting and implementing.  
If a board member broke a policy by misrepresenting him or herself to the media, I would expect there to be 
repercussions.  Lastly, I would never advocate for legislative policies that, while they would benefit me and my 
personal views, would be detrimental to the well being of the public school district I was elected to represent 
and lead. 
  



 
4. What is the purpose of a public education system and what is the best way for society to fund and 

sustain that system? At present, do you feel the WCASD is adequately funded to provide a quality 
education to all students?   Explain. 

 
Education is the single greatest way that children can increase their likelihood of success and improve their 
socioeconomic status. It impacts future income, health, overall economic vitality, and crime rate, just to name 
a few.  How children use that opportunity is dependent upon many factors, some of which are outside our 
control, yet I believe we owe every child at least that chance and as much support in taking advantage of it as 
we can.  This not only benefits our children, but benefits society as a whole, since nothing is better for our 
communities and our economy than developing intelligent and independent young men and women who can 
contribute to and advance our society. 
 
I don’t know that there is any one “best way” to fund public schools because, after all, who likes paying taxes?  
I believe that the fairest way to raise funds for any endeavor is to tie it as closely as possible to those who will 
reap the greatest benefit from that cost.  So, at least in theory, property taxes are a reasonable way to fund 
public schools since there is such an interdependent relationship between the success of a school district and 
the values of the homes in which that district resides.  That being said, I realize many homeowners do not 
have an ongoing income stream and so property taxes present a burden to them as well as an ever-present 
threat to their home ownership.  For this reason I fully support that WCASD has an Earned Income Tax which 
transfers some of the responsibility for public school funding to those who have a steady income stream.  This 
income stream can be less reliable than property taxes since it tends to fluctuate more than home values and 
associated real estate taxes, however it does better reflect the funds available to taxpayers in a community. 
 
Over the last several years all schools in PA, including WCASD, have experienced sharp decreases in funding.  
Some local revenues have gone down due to home and business reassessments, a lower volume of real estate 
transactions, and lower investment earnings due to the poor shape of the economy.  Four years ago we 
received just over $4M in Federal funding, while this year we are projecting ~$2.6M.  While total state funding 
has gone up slightly, I believe PSERS (teacher retirement) funding should be removed from that analysis since 
this funding goes straight to the retirement system and cannot be used to meet operational obligations , i.e., 
you can’t use it to buy books or laptops.  So excluding retirement funding, State subsidies have gone down 
~$4M over the last 4 years including flat funding of Special Ed despite increases in actual costs, and 
discontinuation of any Charter School funding.   
 
Whether we are adequately funded is not a yes or no question as it is dependent on how you want your 
school to perform.  Currently we have a healthy fund balance, yet it is insufficient to cover shortfalls we are 
currently projecting for the next 4 years.  Additionally, I believe that our current financial planning reflects a 
“status quo” mentality in our programs which we’ve seen lower our rankings compared to our neighboring 
districts over the last few years.  To be more competitive we will need to look to do better than status quo.  
This does not have to mean automatic increases in taxes, however.  I believe that there is much more that can 
be done in terms of seeking (and accepting) grants and in working with our legislators to address unfunded 
mandates that will provide the necessary funding to start moving forward rather than standing still.     
  



 
5. What is your definition of student “achievement”?  How will you, as a school board director, ensure 

and maintain such achievement for students in the WCASD? 
 
I believe that student achievement is reflected in the WCASD mission through supporting every child in  

“achieving his or her personal best”.  This does not mean that every child achieves the same thing, a nuance 

which often seems overlooked in the frenzy of high stakes testing that has been and continues to go on.  I am 

by no means suggesting we not conduct any state testing, because I think it does serve its purpose.  In order 

for kids to graduate with the skills needed to be successful in college or in the workforce, we need to ensure 

that they are truly grasping the concepts being taught.  Additionally, these tests provide a common language 

by which all public schools can be compared to ensure they are meeting their obligations.  However, I believe 

that more important than every child meeting a set level of expectations is demonstration that improvement 

is taking place.  Expecting all children to end up at the exact same place is to disregard the unique individuals 

they are and the varied strengths and weaknesses they possess.  So, while I am committed to meeting the 

legal requirements for state achievement testing and believe we should always strive to achieve and exceed 

prescribed benchmarks, I am just as concerned with ensuring that every child has the tools to continually 

improve him or herself and in celebrating that achievement as well. 

 

  



6. What are three objectives, in order of importance, that you want to accomplish during your time on 

the school board?  How will you go about achieving them? 

 
My first priority as a WCASD School Board Director is to return transparency and open dialogue to board 

meetings.  A public school board should welcome input from its stakeholders, not try to limit and discourage 

it.  Board and committee meetings should be exchanges of ideas and information, not procedural events 

where members simply go through the motions in order to fulfill their legal duties.  I believe that respectful 

disagreement and the exchange of dichotomous ideas often results in a better solution.  Sitting board 

members have stated that the current homogeneous nature of the board is an asset, but there is a reason that 

a board is comprised of 9 individuals and if all members have the same ideology you are doing a disservice to 

your diverse student body and community. 

My second objective is to return fiscal balance and long term planning to the management of our district.  The 

board must equally balance student needs and taxpayer resources, and it has a fiduciary responsibility to act 

in support of the district’s long term goals and well-being rather than its members’ political objectives.  By 

functioning in this manner the board can redirect test scores on an upward trajectory which in turn will uphold 

property values and ensure that West Chester remains an enduring and thriving community.  I consider it an 

imperative that boards plan not only for the next school year, but for several years out, and that anything 

short of that is irresponsible.  Additionally, I feel that recent changes in financial reporting have, whether by 

mishap or design, confused the actual financial status of the district and prevented the average taxpayer from 

understanding our current standing.  While I, as a financial person, appreciate the depth of detail that the 

business department currently provides to the public, I feel that for constructive discussion to take place in 

committee that higher level, summary data with conclusionary commentary would be more effective. 

My third objective is to expand the engagement of our community in the business of our district, particularly 

with those who can positively influence it.  In the last 3 years our non-PSERS state funding has gone down by 

$2.8M and our Federal funding has gone down $1.4M.  Meanwhile, many of the expenses that we have little 

influence over have increased sharply; these include charter school tuition, benefits, retirement contribution, 

and debt service.  The district cut approximately $10M from its budget via the 2 Community Budget Task 

Forces, and while there are remaining items that can be evaluated, we will need to be mindful that any 

additional cuts do not negatively impact our educational outcomes.  In addition to shrinking funding sources 

and growing operational expenses, we have also felt the impact of state laws and related mandates.  These 

include how the unfunded retirement fund liability is addressed, implementation costs for Keystones and 

Common Core, expansion of charter schools coupled with removal of associated state funding, and long term 

flat funding of special education despite rising actual costs.  As new revenue and cost cutting alternatives 

become less available or attractive, school districts should be engaging their local legislators to find ways to 

address these expensive mandates.  This involves connecting with other school districts to apply combined 

pressure in Harrisburg, and partnering with parents and other community members who can exert influence 

on their legislators as well.  I believe that parents are very willing to help in whatever capacity they can to 

safeguard their children’s education, they simply need guidance, and there is much more that can be done by 

the district in this regard.  



7. Discuss the importance of technology in education. How important is it that all WCASD students have 

access to the latest technology?  In your opinion, is there benefit to expanding cyber/online learning 

opportunities for West Chester students?  Why/why not?  

 
I believe it is critical that both students and teachers have access to current technology in education.  Research 
shows that use of technology increases student engagement and provides for a greater depth of knowledge.  
Students need experience with technologies in order to gain exposure to those skills that will allow them to be 
competitive in college and in the workplace.  They also require technical proficiency in order to perform well 
on assessments such as PSSAs and Keystones which are transitioning to an online delivery and which are a 
significant component of a student’s portfolio of work.  Technology allows students to be more productive and 
efficient, which allows them to focus more on learning and assume greater responsibility for their educational 
outcomes.  Technology affords extended access to classroom resources beyond the short time that a student 
is in class, as well as interactive content reinforcement exercises that allow students to determine how 
thoroughly they have comprehended the material covered in class.   
 
For teachers, technology presents countless opportunities to expand content areas and to streamline 
instruction which reduces preparation time and allows for more value added activities.  It allows teachers to 
deliver differentiated instruction which addresses students’ diverse learning styles, and adds variety so that 
students do not become bored with a monotonous process.  Technology provides teachers with tools that 
allow them to better gauge how well students are grasping content, and to evaluate the success of teaching 
methods so that suitable adjustments can be made.  Data repositories and email allow teacher/student 
interaction to be conducted outside the traditional classroom setting, and also provide a simple way for 
parents to take a more active part in their children’s education.  Furthermore, as the cost of items such as 
tablets and laptops declines, the economies technology delivers result in overall cost savings to the district. 
 
I believe it would benefit both WCASD and its students to expand cyber/online learning opportunities.  The 
simple fact is that all children learn in different ways and at different paces, and for some the traditional 
classroom setting is not a good fit; as a result some of these children have turned to cyber charter schools.  
However, assessment data has consistently shown that cyber charter schools are not as adept in educating 
children as public schools (at least according to established state testing methods).  Additionally, cyber schools 
are diverting critical financial resources from public schools since the cost reduction realized by small 
decreases in student count is not nearly as much as the revenue dollars that follow that child to a charter 
school.  Furthermore, due to flawed state funding formulas, cyber charters receive the same level of funding 
that brick and mortar schools do yet the cost structures are drastically different due to disparities such as 
building and equipment needs, teacher/student ratios, student service requirements, etc.  If WCASD could 
expand its online learning offerings, it could meet the needs of children who have chosen to leave the district 
for cyber schools.  This would benefit the students by providing a proven curriculum while still meeting their 
learning style needs, and would benefit the school district by retaining more financial resources which in turn 
would benefit all WCASD students and the community as a whole. 
 


